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West Kentucky Has Stake
• Citizens of Princeton and Caldwell
county who are mindful of their duty to
vote should Rive serious consideration in
these, the closing days of tne campaign,
to one contest to be decided at the polls
Tuesday, Nov. 7 .. . the choice of a
United States senator.
Nominees are Alben W. Barkley, of
Paducah, senior senator and majority
leader of the Senate, and James Park, of
Lexington, commonwealth's attorney,
who notwithstanding his likeWe personality and his great popularity in Central
Kentucky, is without experience in Congress.
Many Democrats in the Sixth district
are certain to vote for Mr. Park. They
like and admire hiin . . . and he is their
neighbor. But, we think it safe to predict,
very few Republicans in the First district
will vote for Mr. Barkley, even tho they
are well aware he is able, experienced and
eympathetic with their problems as residents of the Purchase and the Pennyrile.
Central Kentuckians, in our experience,
are 'almost wholly ignorant of our end of
the State, consider this a wilderness
where, perhaps, the Red Man still stalks
deer and unwary Whites. Lexingtonians
know about Louisville, for once in a
while the folks there get in the Blue
Grass residents' hair, constituting an
irritant which makes itself felt. Not so
the dark and less favored sections of far
western Kentucky where we live and
about which Blue Grass folk know little
and care even less.

THE PRINCETON LEADER

Mr. Park is a fine gentleman, of high
attainments and excellent character. He
is a good lawyer, a splendid mixer and no
doubt, in time, might prove an acceptable representative of his people in Congress. But "his people" are Central Kentuckians; and their problems too frequently relate to the high priced bluegrass land of the very rich. The problems
of western Kentucky are very different •..
and, we would point out here, could not
receive the sympathetic consideration
from Mr. Park which they get from Senator Barkley.
Alben Barkley is a son of western Kentucky soil. He owns a farm in McCracken county and, while he has been much
absent from us the last 12 or 15 years,
due to his important work in Washington, he still thrills to the same things
which animate us and is saddened when
events go wrong for the folk of the Black
Patch.
Western Kentucky has, in the new
TVA Kentucky Dam and Lake, the greatest asset of its kind in the world. Proper
development of this area for recreational purposes is of vital importance to each
of us; and Barkley is the best and most Old Hitler died and went
below,
powerful man in Washington to help
And there arose a shout;
"If he comes in," those sinners
fight this cause through.
cried,
Putting entirely aside then the very
"Then we are moving out!"
great problems of the postwar period, "Why, all our sins put
In one pile,
when experience in Congress, as elseAnd multiplied by four,
where, will be at its highest premium, we Would not amount to half the
crimes
think residents of this section, especially
That lie
this man's door!"
all Democrats, should vote for Senator "Now, theyatare
right," old Satan
Barkley.
said.
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America In Wartime

Run On War Bond Cashing Ends

mothers, unaided, can fathom.
The community owes a debt to its boys
and girls, over and beyond what logically
may be expected to be discharged in our
homes; for certain of their troubles are
brought about by conditions with which
the family has nothing to do.
The playground program is a good beginning -and should be continued and expanded. A public swimming pool is, perhaps, a project which should be planned
as a postwar adjunct of our community
life. A place where youngsters can meet
and play, indoors, during bad weather
months is needed; and for those of the
middle-and-beyond teen. ages, a suitable
dance floor is indicated, as a counter attraction to the juke-box spots on highways where so much we would shield our
girls and boys from is commonplace.
The whole problem of juvenile delinquency is one which, it seems to us,
should have the thoughtful cooperation
of all adults, especially parents, teachers,
minigers, physicians and business people,
for i touches intimately the hope of us
all for a safe and sane community in
which to live, while at the same time it
brings sorrow and heartache, if neglected, out of all proportion to whatever investment we may make toward a cure.

"Each word they speak is true;
So beat it, Bum—you can't come

In,
For Hell's too good for you!"
OL' BILL,
in the Lexington Herald
"
Louis Litchfield, always considered by your reporter to be
well above average in intelligence, demonstrates he has not
retrogressed when he sa ys
Frankfort does not appeal to him
as the most desirable place to
live. Still and all, Louis will
likely stick there through the
GOP regime.
Judge Charley McGough told
me he always knew I was " a
hot Democrat but didn't know
I threw off sparks enough to set
the Leader afire," until last
week's little blaze here. Only
serious damage was to a longsought and just acquired supply
of postcard board.

of labor to collective bargaining; who are
mad because they cannot unload watered

P.

Easily outstanding in an eastern newspaper judging recently
as the ''newspaper . . . most
flagrant in angling or weighing
the news to suit its own editorial
opinions": Colonel Robert R.
McCormick's Roosevelt-h at in g
Chicago Tribune.
Ed Blackburn, who for some
time has been taking a lot of
pictures around here, sold a
print of prehistoric Rock Fort,
near Flatrock, last week to
"Scenic South," a pictorial magazine published and distributed
by the Standard Oil Co.

What It Means

Women's
West Point

By Jack Stinnett
Features)
Window displays in Main
Washington — When Congress
street stores here of re-finished comes back after the election
furniture, rugs, picture frames, recess, one thing almost
certain
beds, and other handicraft of to come up is
a move to make
members of county Homemakers the WACS,
WAVES, SPARS and
clubs have attracted much at- women Marines
a
permanent
tention and favorable comment
part of the armed forces, with
the last week. Much credit is due
an Annapolis or West Point of
the farm women for their intheir own.
dustry and efforts to make their
Rep. Eugene Cox (D-Ga.), alhomes more attractive.
ready has introduced a bill
which would pave the way to
This home improvement is a
such a peacetime departure for
by-product of the work of Nancy
the armed forces.
Scrugham; home demonstration
Congressman Cox makes no
agent—(and a mighty good one)
and is but one phase of the effort to outline the program
ed Russia, saved Great Britain . . . and activities of the Homemakers himself. He seeks to create a
commission
of
15 members
through them and their sacrifices in men, clubs. Value of this work is ap- authorized to prepare a compreparent to all who have seen the
materials and heroic effort, saved us. window exhibits, impressive in- hensive plan for the establishment, maintenance and operaNow we fight what appears to be the deed and highly creditable to all
who had any part in the work tion of a women's military naval
greatest battle of this war, with these shown.
and Coast Guard academy where
women would be trained as comstrong allies at our side . . . And after
Gay, colored lights will come missioned officers to serve in
victory we, more than any other people,
on again about mid-November those branches of the armed
will be counted upon to save the peace so in business districts of several forces.
The commission would be commuch blood has been shed to achieve.
Kentucky cities, according to
No peace can long endure unless the their newspapers. Could be this posed of five members appointUnited States does its full share in lay; would pep pre-holiday trade ed by the president of the Senand spirits in Princeton some- ate; five by the Speaker of the
ing the groundwork and in guaranteeing what.
House and five by the President.
its continuation. Dewey and his IsolationCox specifies that the comists, many of them the same blind and
The old superstition that "fires mission shall report to Conselfish men who prevented world coopera- run in threes" has Rumsey Tay- gress not later than April 1,
tion for peace in 1919, are not even lor guessing where the next 1945, with a suggested location
blaze will hit, down by the of the academy, length of course,
promising to continue to this end.
Eddyville depot. Last week, methods of appointment, pay
From such a group, we can expect no Rumsey, who is
rebuilding the and a suggestion on the importlonger interval in which to prepare for station which burned a while ant matter of whether the woWorld War III than we had between back, lost a lumber sizing saw men should be appointed commissioned officers in the reguWorld War I and this conflict. The record by fire at night.
lar forces or officers in permanis clear on this. It should have major
Lyter Donaldson, defeated last ent reserve organizations in the
bearing on the decision of thinking votautumn for Governor, spoke to various services.
ers, especially women, come November 7. a small but
One important factor in the
enthusiastic crowd
of Democrats in the courthouse Cox bill is that if it resulted in
here Saturday night. He said he a law along the lines set forth,
Was cured of all ambition to it not only would set up military
careers for
stock on suckers; who wish a system of hold office, wasn't sore about be the first women, but would
unification of the
losing, and urged all Democrats
armed forces; a pattern perhaps
monopolies and cartels so they can take to vote for the party's
ticket at
for the West Point and Annaover the'Nazi monopolization; the high the polls, Nov. 7.
polis of tomorrow, when prosprotectionists who fear they cannot erect
pective officers might spend in"Runt" Osborne, who is apt to
terchangeable years under a.unia McKinley tariff wall; certain bankers be the life
of the party any
fied command.
ime he is present, enlivened a
who resent being made prosperous an
Members of all services have
inner table at the Princeton
whose vaults are overflowing wit
praised the work of various woHotel, where . Campaign Chairmen's corps highly on numerous
money; and some big plantation owners man Gordon Lisanby and.
County occasions. Except
who do not want the share-cropper and Permanent Chairman W. L diehards who are for a few old
rapidly going
tenant farmers to become landowners. Cash and group of party stal- Into the discard as the war prowarts entertained Lyter DonaldThese, and, of course, the pro-Nazis, and son Saturday night. "Runt" told gresses, it isn't believed here
that any of the services would
those who hate Britain or France, or the best stories, got Jim Jewell seek to block a peacetime woto
the
table,
generally
gave out men's corps.
China, and isolationists.
with hood humor and optimism
The program fits into the picWho is for Roosevelt?
about success of the Democrats
ture of universal military trainNobody but the people.
this time.
ing which is certain tit become
They have long memories and do not
one of the big postwar congreswant to go back to 1980-33 days of
Ivan Jeft, personable and ef- sional battles.
deficient executive director of the
pression.
Mid-South Chain Store Council,
Nobody but the people!
The name, tonto, of Indian
was a visitor here Monday. Ivan origin, means
"A place of meet(Raleigh News and Observer)
says Joe Lovett, a lieutenant
(Associated Press

"Only The People Back F.D.R."

Samuel Grafton, columnist of the Philadelphia Record, has been studing politics
in the Southwest, particularly in Texas,
where it has been boiling over since the
May convention. He reports this converDation at Fort Worth:
"Well, who's for Roosevelt here? You
tell me the independent oil men are
against him. Rangers are against him.
Who's for Roosevelt?"
"I guess just the common people."
"Aren't they angry?"
"No, they're not angry."
•
It is elsewhere as in Texas. The only
ple who hate That Man are the people
bo have made so.much money since the
ver Administration they have to pay
big taxes to carry on the war; who want
to return to low wages and end the right

By G.

colonel stationed at Washington,
is anxious to get out of the
Army, hopes to do so by midNovember. ,Joe, who had much
service overseas as an aides to
Gen. Joe Stilwell in the ChinaBurma theater, is on limited
duty and thinks he's "inactive"
to the point of being entirely
unnecessary to the winning of
tho war.

Especially Women Voters. • •
"If the United States

had assumed its
duties in world affairs 25 years ago, 12
million men and women in our armed
forces would be in their homes today,"
Sen. Alben W. Barkley told an audience
at Shelbyville one night recently.
What the senator meant was that if
Warren G. Harding and his Isolationist
backers . . . Lodge, Borah, Johnson of
California and the rest . . . had done
their duty, or even had performed a part
of what they had seemed to promise
while Harding was their candidate,
World War II would not have occurred;
or at least, not so soon.
Every mother, wife, sister and sweetheart who has a well loved man in the
armed forces will do well for herself; her
country and the world if she gives serious thought to a parallel which today is
almost identical with the situation faced
by the nation in 1919, when Harding was
elected.
Just as then, ours is today the world's
most powerful nation. Our lend-lease say-

By Jack Stinnett
Frees Features)
Washington—It would be most
unfair to both the Treasury department and bond holders, too,
if I didn't report that that "run"
of cashing in war bonds, which
started when the nation's banks
were authorized to pick them up
from any owners, has gone out
like a light.
As a matter of fact, the new
system that makes bonds as easy
to cash as a counter check has
resulted in a decline in the number of bonds cashed in—orie of
the primary objectives of the
Treasury when the system was
switched.
.
In the first week of easy redemptions, bondholders actually
cashed in fewer bonds than they
had the previous week, although
the firstlfew days gave every indication that there was going to
be a "run" on the banks. After
that it dropped -away to nothing
and the total NI the week was
only around $7W0,000.
The Treasury's officials entrusted with raising funds to finance this gigantic global war
are beginning to breathe a little
easier for the first time since
the preparedness program started.
Although we are on the threshold of another 14 billion dollar
bond drive, it may not be
necessary to have more-than one
more before the end of this fiscal
year next June 30—if this one
comes off as well as others and
there isn't any great increase in
redemptions. The cash demands
on the Treasury are dropping
rapidly, but there are still staggering, of course, compared to
peacetime and the need to meet
each war bond quota is no less
than it has been.
When Theodore R. Gamble,
head of the Treasury's War Finance division, and his associates
decided to make the cashing in
of bonds a simple matter at tellers' windows of the country's
banks, they had two motives:
(1) To lift the burden from the
Federal Reserve banks and the
postoffices, which were the only
agencies authorized to cash the
bonds but which had manpower
troubles enough of their own
without this extra-curricular
duty;
(2) To stimulate confidence in
(Aswx,lated

Pennyrile Postscripts

More On Juvenile Delinquency
The Leader has within the last few
months carried several editorials about
juvenile delinquency, basis for whih, in
too many instances, undoubtedly is parental neglect. There is constant demand
.for more such editorials; but the newspaper cannot do this job alone,
One good citizen, for years a member
of the City Board of Education having
more or less constant contact with the
youth of the town and their problems,
recently expressed concern about a group
of small boys, all of school age, whose
pranks latterly have crossed the borderline of fun into the dark realm of crime,
Another businessman, father of two
children almost grown, urged The Leader
to support to the full an effort, now in
the making by one of the civic clubs, to
provide a modern youth center here.
The Rotary Club intends, with cooperstion sought from other Princeton groups,
to face and contend with juvenile delinquency upon a proven formula developed
by its international organization. '
Perhaps when fewer mothers are working at jobs left vacant by men in the
armed forces, our youth may receive
more substatial supervision and guidance;
but this will not effectively solve a problem which goes much deeper than

Thursday, October 26,i
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the purchase of bonds by making them as easy to turn into
needed cash as a withdrawal
from a savings account.
In the last two drives, the purchases by small investors, however, haven't been completely
successful. Particularly in the
Fifth War Loan campaign, banks
and big purchasers took a larger
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Though the Southern Bell Telephone Company is IR
doing the largest volume of business in its history as
no
lags are at the lowest rate they have been in many yen
This condition has been brought about by the feet tia
for a number of years the coot of operating the businestia
increased at a greater rate than have revenues. And vhis
operating costs have been steadily rising, rates charged',
telephone service have been reduced.
Users of long distance service alone are saving miss
of dollars annually as a result of the rate reductions mei
during the past several years.
Though operating costs have greatly increased, and da
phone earnings are less, telephone users are getting
isa
service for less money now than ever before.

J. M. McAtrinsa, Kentucky Manager

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CO
IN

..... 1,1

First National Bank's

Second Annual
Corn Show
Because of the widespread interest and
co-operation of the farm.
ars last year, we, plan on holding
another corn display and contest in
• the bank's lobby this year, with
Five Prizes ($5.00; 4.00; 3.00;
2.00;

1.00) for the best yellow and
the same for the best white corn.
TEN PRIZES IN ALL.

More and Better Prizes
Closing date for entries:
November 18. Corn will be judged that night
by Mr. J. F. Graham, tagged,
Corn will be sold at auction atand displayed all of the following week.
2:00 P. M., November 28, and proceeds
given to the American Red
Cross.
Each entry must consist of
tied by the farmer. If you raisethree ears. They should he arranged and
hybrid, open pollinated, white andmore than one variety of corn (either
yellow, etc.) you may make an entry
of each.
4
•

Let us make this a better show than
last year when we had 190
ears of corn on display!

First National Bank
Princeton, Kentucky
••••••••
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w the hog upon its back, veins
Princeton. Ky. October 5, 1917. making. They showed the maktook up a Sunday in the city with home
ctor,
contra
rly
brick
prope
and
been
has
d astride the body just back When a hog
likes Chicago, but Mrs. Sarah Myers, of Crider, and ing of butter from sweet cream,
come in large piece of concrete which folks. He
the hog's shoulders, grasp the stuck, the blood will
daughter, Mrs. Charles Ratliff, then how butter is washed,
the
most.
eton
of
Princ
page
ied
petrif
a
be
d
contained
n
• • •
legs and push them down spurts. The "sticker" shoul
of Princeton attended the Van worked and packed. Maria
of
all
r,
Leade
the Twice-A-Week
backward. In this positiOn extremely careful to keep
2, 1917. Pelt-Clement wedding. Crittend- Workman, 4-H club member
Oct.
Ky.
eton,
the
Princ
that
to show
hog can be held in place knife in direct line with the which goes
ams and little ed Record-Press.
from Calloway county, was insolid as a rock, and Mrs. Jack Willi
• • •
'le another man does the backbone to avoid sticking a Leader is as
reah,
Paduc
dividual winner with her deof
Jr.,
ized by every, son, Jack,
king More thoro bleeding is shoulder, which results in waste should be patron
after
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5,
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y
monstration on the use of cotOctob
Ky.
Sunda
eton,
Princ
home
isers. Ads turned
red if the hog is hung up by trimmings • and a poor-keeping body, especially advert
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y
city
tage cheese in salads. Each of the
the
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in
R.
Dr. and Mrs. P.
up spending a few days
given a
arteries a r e and local happenings show
The
hind legs before being stuck. shoulder.
illiness of Mrs. ed over to Henderson Sunday, winning contestants was
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How
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stick a hog in this position, severed in the neck at the just as printed in
without $50 war bond by the CraTt
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g
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a
e
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the Leader becam
e Company, sponsor of the
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any mishap of any kind and in Chees
w Many Wear
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stick the heart is difficult and part of
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y
time.
Keene
record
yet it is as smooth on the
FALSE TEETH
undesirable, for if the muscular known
Princeton, Ky. October 5. 1917.
With Little Worry action of the heart is inter- other side of the concrete block
has
city,
Henry Keeney, of this
placed there.
I. talk, laugh or sneeze with- fered with, it will not force as if carefully
been promoted to Corporal in
• • •
fear of insecure false teeth the blood from the smaller
g Co., No. 26, Camp ZachPrinceton, Ky. Sept. 25, 1917. Bakin
pping, slipping or wabbling. blood vessesl, which should be
He volM. McLin, ary Taylor, Louisville.
J.
Mrs.
,
TEETH holds plates firmer
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sat cause nausea. It's alka(non-acid). Checks "plate
breath). Get
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TEETH at any drug store.
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Kentucky Swine
Production Off

News From The Past

Tax Notice
1,
All unpaid city taxes after November
Avoid
1944, are subject to a 10 percent penalty.
the penalty by paying this month.
All water accounts are subject to a 10 percent penalty, if not paid on or before the 18th
of each month. Please bear this in mind.
The upkeep tax on cemetery lots has been
edue since the first of last July. Prompt settl
ment of all accounts will be appreciated.

GARLAND QUISENBERRY
Collector
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THE SAUCY LOVE STORY OF A
G. I. JOE AND A GEE-EYEFULL!
TEAMED FOR
LAUGHS AND
ROMANCE!
IT'S KHAKIWACKY!

LAST 2 DAYS
SHOWING OF A

GREAT

MOTION PICTURE
The most
inspiring love
story in years1

ervice Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL

Plus These Interesting Short Units! ...
M-G-M Featurette
"PATROLLING THE ETHER" D
PICTORIAL NEWS OF THE WORL

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

KINDS
row,*
9.•.•
DUNNE

C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

177TTTTM'M

Beulah BOND!
Barry FITZGERALD

Rendering practical aid
to listeners who grapple
with the cares of. life!
ned
C. E. BURNS ... WHAS' newly ordai
y man
Religions Co-ordinator, is a seasoned, kindltype of
of the cloth, now offering an entirely new
ous
air-fare to listeners. Selected from numer
h Burns
candidates after a country-combing searcmission.
has been entrusted with an important service
n ever to offer a sustaining broadcast
statio
first
the
is
S
WHA
a full-time place on its staff. •
with
on
religi
ing
endow
..
name implies, a message with broad
"Worship for All" is what thechurched and unchurched alike . ..
s,
creed
all
appeal to all ages,
on to major problems of the day.
applying the principles of religi
2:00 P.M., the service opens with a
1:45y,
Heard Monday through Frida
a brief prayer, three well known
has
it,
for
themt song especially writtensermo
n.
hymns and the eight-minute
ge (Ohio) and the University of
Colle
m
Hira
from
es
Holder of degre
es, Burns took a pastorate for
scienc
social
and
on
Chicago in religi
re foundation work. Prior to
welfa
child
to
d
four years, then turne Milligan College, Tennessee, as college pastor,
has
joining, WHAS he served
y president. Tempered by life, Burns
dean, professor and finallren with whom he recently irelebrated the
seven grown, married child . -"Worship for All" has been on the air
arrival of his 17th grandchild many listeners have written us their appreyet
only since September 1st,
service.
ciation of this much needed
power e/ 50,000 watts
the
Dedicating
all time!
to the greatest message ol

RADIO STATION

NOTE—
Due to unusual
length of this picture doors will open
at 6:45 p. m, with
features at 7:00 and
9:10 p. m.

CHARLES LAUGHTON
"putt
aresassai
pathw

TONIGHT & FRIDAY

CRPITO
Added Enjoyment!
ONLY FRUMP'
ANDY CLYDE COMEDY—"HE WASTLESS FLY DAY"
MERRIE MELODY CARTOON—"MEA
HES"
SPORT SHORT—"PATRIOTIC POOC

BLASTS RENEGADES
OF THE FOREST!

BILL
BO D

MIN COD(
ELLEN MALL
Extra! . . .
Walt Disney's

DONALD DUCK
Gasp.
Abol
—in—
.
amr
D MARVEL"
PLAT
SKE
"MA
"HOW TO

COMING! NOV.- 2'- 3

ettiNCETON, KENTUCKY

Princeton Football
Champions

Cattle Market Stronger

Council Backs
Road Over Dam

The cattle market was 25 to
(C..,ntinued from Page One)
50 cents higher than last week's
In an eliort to get out sales on the Princeton
Livethe full party vote.
stock Market Monday, it was reState chairman
Harry L.
Boy Scouts And Quinn
Waterfield issued, a statement at ported by Dugan Ordway, manager,
Total
Twins
Attend Session
sold
was
1026
head.
Louisville this week declaring
party workers have every reason Baby beeves topped at $14; hogs
Obser
As
vers
$14.45; and No. 1 veals, $15.50.
for confidence in the result of at
A resolution was adopted at
the voting Tuesday. Nov. 7.
12 years ago, indications are that Monday night's session of City
He said Kentucky Democrats, Congresshaan Jack May will be
Council favoring 'construction of
long known for their factional reelected by a decisive majority
highway bridge across Kena
fights, have displayed a unity this year."
in this campaign which has sur-1' Chairman Waterfield is en- tucky Dam at Gilbertsville, and
prised observers, with Kilgore thusiastic over rtquests for ab- Mayor W. L. Cash was directed
and Rodes K. Meyers, defeated sentee ballots that both service to notify proper authorities of
candidates for Governor last men and women and industrial the action of the Council.
It was stated that similar actyear, speaking daily for the workers have made of the
ion had been taken by the
ticket and Senator Chandler Secretary of State.
Princeton Lodge of Elks and the
lending himself whole-heartedly
"The requests for such ballots
to the reelection of Barkley and is a good omen. The bigger the Princeton Kiwanis Club.
Two Boy Scouts, Paul Cunthe President. John Young demand, the more Democratic
Brown is also actively on the votes we can be assured of," ningham and Dicky Gregory,
were visitors at the session as
stump.
Waterfield declared, and pointed
observers, incident to attain"We will win every congress- out that a recapitulation of rement of merit badges. The twin
ional district except the, Ninth, quests made for such ballots
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Waterfield said. "We will win showed most of them were
Quinn accompanied their mother
back the Fourth and where we coming from Democratic
count- in her official attendance at the
had a close race in the Seventh ies.
session.
Councilmen Blackburn, Lacy
and Morgan attended.

(Continued from Page One)
better equipped in some respeas
and boasted the great DeCorrevant but I doubt if he could
have ever gotten thru that
Princeton line to do his fancy
running.
"That line composed seven of
the toughest boys I have ever
seen. The two ends were tough
and in Hollowell you had one of
the fiercest tacklers I ever
knew and the University later
found that out. The tackles
were the best your state or any
other ever put on one team at
the same time and they were
ably supported by two excellent
guards.
"I was informed by this party
that a gain of 5 yards was never
made thru the center in two
years and during that same time
Turner never made a bad pass. ADMIRAL HALSEY LANDS ON
ANGAIIR
D—Admiral
William F. Halsey, commander of the ThirdISLAN
Earl Clements, who played conFleet (center in
helmet)
Pith
goes
ashore
on Angaur island, southernmost of the
siderable ball and saw 'many
Palau group, recently captured from the Japs.
Leading group is
others stated that Emmitt TurnMaj. Gen. Paul J. Mueller, commander ei army
umt trial took
er was the best man he ever .part in capture of island. (AP Wirepho
to from Marine Corps.)
played against.
"The back-field comprised
four boys who were adept in
OGDEN MEMORIAL
their duties, Lowery was fast
METHODIST CHURCH
and elusive as well as able to V
Mrs. W. H. Green
W. 0. Walker
E. S. Dention, Pastor
direct the proper plays. PickerFuneral services were held in
9:45 A.M. Sunday School, She Sometimes Felt Like
ing never had an equal for line
The Gas In Her Stomach
the Salem Baptist Church, HopHarry -Long, Supt.
plunging and Beck could pick
Would Cut Off Her Breath,
kins county, last Thursday for
11:00 A.M. Morning Worship.
65 REGISTERED
his openings and gain more
Says Mrs. Green. Can Eat
W. 0. Walker, 49, who died at
6:30
P.M.
With
Fellows
hip.
ground thru that powerful line
Anything Now And Is On
HEREFORD COWS AND that
Princeton Oct'. 16, of a stomach
any high school player it Seivice in charge of IntermediThe Go All Day.
disorder. Burial was in the
ate
boys,
has ever been in my privilege
BULLS
"I never before used a mediSalem cemetery. He is survived
7:30 P.M. Evening Service.
to watch.
by his widow. Mrs. Walker was
Girl Scouts will be special cine that gave me the relief Re—AT—
"Captain Walker was superb
tonga did," declares Mrs. W. H.
manager of Helm's Hatchery
in his generalship and was the guests.
Shasta Stock Farms
Green, well known resident of
here.
best- forward passer I have ever
Route 6, Cleveland, Tenn., in
HARRODSBURG, KY
seen in any class of ball, and Charte
r Meeting
adding her name to the thousdon't forget that he had a comGeorge Amon Morris
Clay Charter No. 28 will hold ands praisin
g this noted medipetent receiver in Harry Blades, its
George Amon Morris, 71, died
regular meeting 7:30 Friday cine.
Discuss
ing Retonga Mrs.
who reminded me more of Don
October 17 ten days after he had
evening, October 27th. CompanGreen happily continued:
Hutson that any one I have
suffered a stroke at his farm in
ions take notice.
"For about eight years I seem- anything I want. My nerves have
8 BULLS, 1 year to 2 years ever seen.
(;. W. Towery, Secretary.
the Piney Grove section of
ed
to
go
down
hill
in
"I
have
spite
attempted to exploit
of calmed down, I sleep restfully, Caldwell county.
old.
B. B. Boitnott, High Priest.
everything I could do, and I got and I feel
those boys ability and at this
so much stronger
Mr. Morris was born May 15,
7 COWS, with Calves at side. time
to
where
I could not attend to that I am on the
think it an excellent idea
go every day. 1873, on a farm in Caldwell
10 BRED HEIFERS
to bring their accomplishments Insult To Injury
my household duties. My appe- Retonga is
the only medicine I county, where he spent his early
to your readers as I am sure
40 YEARLING HEIFERS.
Baltimore —Patrolman John tite was so poor I had to force ever found
that gave me real re- manhood. After spending some
those boys will appreciate it add Burlage figured it was bad myself to eat and at times I
lief."
time in the West, he lived at
The offering in this sale are they not only proved themsel
ves enough when his car was stolen felt like gas pains and bloating
Retonga is intended to re- Dawson Springs before retiring
all of top quality and rich in the kind of playing boys you from a parking lot, and worse Cut off my breath. My nerves
lieve distress due to Vitamin B-1 to his farm in Caldwell county.
Domino, Hazeford and W. H. R. should be proud of, but, were when the thief wrecked it in a seemed to stay at the breathing deficiency,
constipation, insufHe was a member of the
just as good when Uncle Sam collision. But
when Burlage was point and I hardly knew what ficient flow of digestive
breeding.
juices in Christian Church.
had a tough game to play."
sent to investigate and found the it was to get a good night's sleep.
the stomach, and loss of appe- lie married Miss Tinsley ElizaSale, rain or shine at the farm
L.E. - Blades, deceased, served thief had
"The relief Retonga gave me tite. Accept
escaped—whew!
no substitute. Re- beth Claxton December 4, 1890,
near McAfee, in new sale pavil- with Navy and received honorseems marvelous. I have a tonga
may be obtained at Daw- who died July 5, 1932. He later
able discharge.
ion.
All mankind,
L.T. - Stephens, I. C. engineer A. C. Haddon, according to Prof. splendid appetite now and eat son's Drug Store. —adv.
married Miss Lillian Thomas,
Write for catalog.
ethnologist, can be
served in U. S. Army and honor- divided
who survives.
into three kinds—wooly
able discharged.
Other survivers are three dauhair, wavy hair, straight hair:
L.G. - Eaker, L C. official,
ghters, Mrs. Grace Caves, Altus.
served in U. S. Army and honor- and honorable discharged.
Okla.; Mrs. Minnie Wilkie, ArvR.E. - Hollowell, supt. Marion
E. S. & F. M. MAYES, Owners able discharged.
ada, Colo.; and Mrs. Millie CopeHere's big news for the nome-loving folks!
C. - Turner, president of an school, served in Navy, decoratOur shipland, Springfield, Oreg.; three
Harrodsburg, Ky.
of new-season wallpapers, have just arrived. Fine
Illinois mortgage co., served in ed and honorable discharged.
qua:
sons, James Morris, Chicago, Ill.;
washabl
e papers in new, formal and informal designs
Q.B. - Lowery, deceased, servRemember the Ky. Hereford Marine Corps, decorated and
Tom Morris, Detroit, Mich.; and
perfect for every room in the house. Come
honorable discharged.
ed in U. S. Army and honorable
in today asi
W. A. Morris; a brother, W. J.
Association Sale at Ky. State
make your selections.
R. G. - Tottery, business for discharged.
Moder
Morris,
n
4
room
and
two
Dwelli
sisters, Mrs.
ng.
Fair grounds, Louisville,
Full
size
self,
Basem
served
LHB
ent.
.Picker
in
Navy
ing,
owner of Tfr.
and honorKY-,
Fannie Alexander and Mrs. Jenably discharged.
co., served in U. S. Army and
Saturday, November 4, 1944.
Hardwood Floor, Furnace Heat. Lot 120 by
nie Cotton, Dawson
Springs.
R.T. - Jones, teacher (Man- honorable discharged.
170. Seventeen
grandchildren and one
ual), served in Navy, decorated
RHB - Walker, owner of
On Paved Street.
great grandchild also survive.
grocery and Princeton Coach,
Funeral services were held at
served in U. S. Army (1st. Div.)
An Ideal House for small family.
2:30 Thursday
afternoon
decorated and honorably disat
:4SIN
Piney-Grove cemetery, the Rev.
charge.
H. A. Pullen, pastor of the DawF.B. - Beck, gen. council for
son Springs Methodist Church,
Cont. Cas. Ins. Co., served in U.
officiating.
S. Army (1st. Div.) decorated
and honorably discharged.
In 1684 four men were taken
Sub - V in son, Contractor,
served in U. S. Army and honoralive out of a mine in England
ably discharged.
after twenty-four days without
Myers, Farmer, served in U. S.
food.
Army and honorably discharged.
Gates, military serviee, servMexico City and Rio de Jaed in U. S. Army and honorably
neiro are the same distance from
I have purchased the Zephyr Service Stn.!
discharged.
New York City.
Cartwright, state employee,
Set the Wite
tion and am prepared to give you excellert4
served in U. S. Army (1st. Div.)
See the
de and out!
decorated and honorably disservice of all kinds for your car or truck.
Mirrors! See
charged.
140 of
Princeton.
Stevens, county clerk, served
Yale beat
in Navy and honorably discharged.
"It is to be noted and Princeton should not only be proud of
the fact that this was a championship team but their record
in World War No. 1 is 100 percent.'
Signed— B. G. Piercy

Al The Churches

ABLE TO DO HER WORK
AGAIN; THANKS RETONGA

WILL ELECT

THOMAS E. DORI
and the Republican
Ticket

DON'T FAIL YOUR
OBLIGATION
TO YOUR COUNTRY

Shasta Stock Farms

PrP,

111111111111111111IBMW

'TALL is the time...

to think of Your Home

ZEPHYR, regular

171h¢

ZEPHYR, Ethyl
BEST GRADE OIL

_

30¢

Visit our station today and take advantage
of the prices on gasoline and oil. You will find
that it will save you money. Put the difference
in War Bonds and Stamps.

It's AMERICA'S
MOST WIDELY-USED

HOUSE PAINT!
Cadiz, Ky.
Oct. 29-30-31I- Nov. 1
Three things make a ito- paint
od
gr,od:(1) 13rat''.), (2)
Durability
(3) Econorny. Combine all three,
and you get the best of pod paint.
--Sherwin-Willlams SWPI

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
Admission As Set By Producer
All Taxes Included
MATINEES

SWP$315
HOUSE PAM

ELDRED HDW.
CO.
Phone 321

If you really need furniture, we think
requirements here! Whether it's a single,usefulyou'll find everything to meet your
piece—or suites for an entire
home, we still have generous quantities
of furniture that meets high
standards.
quality
OTHER SUITES RANGING FROM $61) to
$149.96.

BACK THE ATTACK! with WAR BONDS

Corner N. Harrison & W. Market Streets
"Across From Hitch Rick"

Women's Page
fin-Delgado

TION

AN
fee!

he wedding of Miss Hazel
ees Martin, daughter of Mr,
Mrs. j. T. Martin, Ratliff
t, and Mr. Premo Delgado,
took place at the
Baptist Church Friday
Oct. 20 at 10 o'clock,
Rev. D. E. Montgomery,
tsville, ()Meeting, using the
ble ring ceremony.
or her wedding, the bride
a white dress with black
she
ries. In one hand
a white Bible and an
Miss Christine Martin
t sister's maid-of-honor,
bride was given away
father. M. E. Delgado,
„tile, was his brother's
man. Mr. Rumsey Taylor
"Because," aecompained
i's. Bernice M. Davis at the

Phone 50
•

•

•

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

Society. Personals

Lide-Naglo
Miss Sara Jane Lide, daughter of Mrs. C. K. Lide,
Jr.,
Pensacola, Fla., recently be-

Personals

Mrs. Victor Paul Geiser, the
former Helen Grace Spickard
came the bride of Ensign Milleft Wednesday for Bowling
lard Howe Nagle, Jr., U. S. N.
R.,
Green, where she will enroll in
son of Mr. and Mrt.. M. H. Nagle,
the Lois Glyn Beauty School.
Baltimore, Md., with Chaplain
• • •
Coe officiating in the Naval Air
Station chapel.
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis reThe bride, given in marriage
turned Monday from the Missby her brother, Ensign C. K.
issippi Delta where she was the
Lide III,. wore a black velvet
guest of friends.
dress trimmed in pink. Her
• • •
corsage was of white gardenias.
Mrs.
Berdie
Hickerson has reMiss Barbara Mitchell, daucently returned from Riverside
ghter of Lieut. Commander
Hospital, Paducah, after a major
Mitchell, was maid or honor,
and Ensign T. P. Rhodes served
operation October 14. She is reas best man. Ushers were EnPorted to be much improved.
sign Robert Bond and Lt. (4)
• • •
Mullaney. Immediately following
Misses Rebekah Henderson,
the cermoney, a reception and
and Evelyn Clift and Mrs. V. P.
dinner was given at the OfficGeiser were visitors in Paducah
ers Club, after which the couple
Sunday.
. Delgado is a graduate of
• • •
School, Union left by plane for New Orleans.
r High
Out-of-town
guests
were Mr.
4 Miss Ilazelteen Stephen s,
ing School. Jackson,
and Mrs. M. H. Nagle, BaltiChicago, is the guest of Mes., and the Baptist Training
more, Md., and Mrs. E. L. Mcdames R. M. Pool, J. E. Bagshaw,
1 in Louisville. Mr. DelLin
and Miss Frances Nabb,
J. D. Stephens and other relais a student at the Baptist
tives here.
gical Seminary, Louis- Princeton.
• • •
Mrs. Barney Jones and Miss
ediately after the cere- Fidelis Bible Class
Nannie Holt spent Sunday in
, the couple left for a wedThe Fidlis Bible Class of the
Paducah.
trip to Chattanooga, Tenn., First Baptist Church will hold
• • •
ther points in the Smoky its regular quarterly meeting
Mrs. John E. Sims and dautains. They will return to and social at the home of the
gnter, Joan, spent several days
ille October 28, where teacher, Mrs. R. D. Leech, S.
last week with Mr. and Mrs. W.
will make their home.
Jefferson stree t, Thursday,
D. Haley in Owensboro.
Nov. 2. An election of officers
• • •
for the coming year will be held
rson-Lisanby
Mrs. L. D. Pickens returned
and
all
members
are
urged
to
and Mrs. A. S. Lisanby,
Sunday from Sioux City, S. D.,
be present. A special invitation
n Springs, announce the
where she visited, her husband,
is
also
extended
to
prospective
ge of their daughter,
(Jura/or COMPLETES TRANS-ATLANT1C JOURNEY—Ken- who is stationed in the Army
members, is announced by Mrs. neth
, to Pvt. Harold HickerBarry Maloney, six months old, looks at the world on his there.
S. Army, son of Mrs. Mae Morris, president, and Mrs. arrival at LaGuardia Field, New York. enroute to Grand Rapids,
• • •
Hickerson, Princeton. F. P. Giannini, social chairmans Mich., after traveling across the Atlantic from England with Lt.
Mrs. W. L. Grsusstaff eturned
Evelyn Anderson. Army Nurses Corps, who smiles at her charge.
edding took place in MorThe tot's father, an American Air Forces pilot, was killed in last Wednesday form Sioux City,
d October 8.
Attend Wedding
action before Kenneth was born, and his mother, an English girl, S. D., where she visited her son.
Out-of-town guests at the died in childbirth. (AP Wirephoto).
Bill, who is stationed in the
the end of February, 1944 Martin-Dalgado wedding here Louisville; Mrs.
Army there.
Willie Martin,
'mated population of the Friday were Rev. and Mrs. M. E.
• • •
Central City, and Mrs. Mary
States was 137,700,000, the Dalgado, Louisville; Rev. and
Mrs. Guy Nabb, Sr., is visitormerly estimated for the Mrs. Dargan Montgomery and Thomas, Louisville.
E. Bailey, Dycusburg, under- ing relatives in Clarksville,
children, Marjorie and Junior,
1945.
went a tonsilectomy Tuesday, Tenn.
• • •
Fredonia Ladies' Aid
and is improving.
Miss Joyce Farmer, Clarks• • •
,/The Ladies' Aid of the FreMrs. John Morgan, Hopkins- dale, Miss., is visiting her
donia Cumberland Presbyterian
THEY'RE ELOQUENT!
Church met at the home of Mrs. \rifle street, was dismissed Wed- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Ruble Akridge Thursday, Oct- nesday following an appendec- Farmer, Franklin street.
• • •
ober 19.
tomy last week.
'Mrs. Charlton Gresham rePresent were Mesdames Eu• • •
turned Tuesday from Louisville
clid Quertermous, Noble Paris,
Mrs. Gid
Lewis, Dawson where she spent ten days with
They speak of:
Dan Bugg, L. C. Foley, C. W.
Springs,
underwent
a major her daughters, Mrs. William
Moore, M. S. Lowery, Keith
Grebe and Mrs. Sarah Carter
Perkins, Ray Blackburn, Ray- operation Saturday.
• • •
Pettit.
mond Moore, T. N. Fuller., T. A.
• • •
Mrs. Eliza Hardy, Cadiz, is
Bugg, Grant Lowery and Ruble
Mrs. F. B. Ferrell and son,
Akridge. After the business under treatment.
• • ••
Dudley, will return to their
session, refreshments were servMrs. Micheal Boettcher, home in Dallas, Tex., Monday
ed by the hostess.
Princeton, tuiaerwent a major after a week's visit with her
operation Thursday and con- mother, Mrs. Mattie Dudley,
Lebanon Homemakers
tinues to improve.
Green street. Mrs. Dudley will
LeAanon
The
Homemakers
Club held its re:,ular monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs.
one could dramatize life in this regal robe now
George Markoff Monday, Oct. 3.
g modeled by Geneva of WICARSON.
The major subject, "Reconditioning Walls and Woodwork"
robe:
was .demonstrated
by
Miss
Nancy Scrugham. The minor
'heavenly pink satin, brocaded in turquoise with
subject, "Rocking Chair Tour"
g of white taffeta.
provided a discussi, of the
Pacific ocean and
islands.
Exclusively yours,
Mrs. Jack Rodman - was
in
charge of the seer hour. All
members were prc.7.-nt and two
members were adde
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames George Trylor, T. A.
Ladd, Howard Pirk.2ring, RayHOPR1NSVILLE
mond Phelps, Klon Pickering,
Chy Scott, George Hardrick,
.Cobb &NAL Rogers Pickering,
George Markoff, Jack Rodman
and Misses Nancy Scrugham,
Laura Sue Pickering, Rayburn
Pickering and Jack Rodman.
These are the shoes especially designed for girls
will be
The next meeting
for
school • .. or for care-free out-of-doors
held at the home of Mrs. Rayactivities. They'll correctly complement your
mond Phelpi November 8.

ville with her brother,
Towery and family.

Finance(' Of Docig• Heir

Bob

The Leader
Congratulates

To prevent holes in delicate
fabrics when they are hung on
the clothes line to dry, place a
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Vickery,
thin cloth or paper over article of the Friendship
community, on
as it is hung on the line. Pin the birth of
a daughter, Brenda
with clothes pins.
Kay, October 19.
• • •
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Julian LittleThe highest lighthouse on the
Pacific coast of the United States page, Madisonville street on
is at Cape Mendocino, Calif., 422 the birth of a daughter, Oct...feet above sea level.
ober 1.
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WELL SUITED for FALL!,
Miss Mai gory Gehman (above)
of Buffalo, N. Y., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Gehman
of Buffalo, said she plans to be
married Oct. 24 to Cpl. Horace
lodge III. 21-year-old grandsin
of one of the founders of the
lodge Motor Co. He is the son
f Mrs. Thomas
K. Birrell,
White Plains, N. Y., and Horace
I. ge, Jr., Crosse Pointe, Mich.
A. P. Wirephoto).
.eturn home with her daughter
or a visit.
• • •
Miss Jean Jarvis returned
Tuesday from Washington, D. C.,
where she has been employed
with the Veteran's Administration the last year. She is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
G. Jarvis, Highland Avenue, and
has accepted a position with the
Veterans Administration at Outwood. She will assume her
duties there today.
• • •
Mrs. Arney Rawls spent Sunday and Monday in Hopkins-

Come sec the suits that will
take top honors thru Fall. The
dramatically new tunic suit—
the soft dress-maker—the versatile topper suit—the smooth
cardigan, fur-trimmtd.
Shown here is a good looking 100% wool suit, with superbly tailored club collar
and classic lines.
'

$24.95
Other Suits
$19.95 to $34.95

ortonrs

Incorporateci
THE FRIENDLY STORE FOR SMART WOMEN.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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ROBES by REGINA
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wicarson

HEADING FOR WINTER

Ankle-Length Union Suits
In Three Qualities
Light-Weight Quality
98c
Valor ribbed knit cotton
long
sleeves; snug-fitting rib cuffs and ankles.
Ecru, Bleached and Random.

Middle-Weight Quality

PLAYSHOES

$1.39
Warmer and longer wearing than suit
featured above. Has same style details;
same length and colors.

for smart girls!

The coloring in marble is
caused by the impurities in it.

LABORERS
Urgently Needed
ntage
ill find
erence

lim Salter...
/2018—Your versatile witdress, in Dashaway Rayon
Crepe. Jacket is saddle
stitched and belied for slimness sake I In Mexican Silver,
Cream Chocolate, Blue Clip.
(Sr. and Black, spas> 144 to

Heavy-Weight Quality
98c

Best quality. Warmer and
heavier.
Fashioned for protection against severe
weather. Colors as above.

casual clothes. All leather uppers and genuine
leather soles ... and they're wonderfully soft
and supple. See theni ... try on a paid

Men's Pajamas
Warm Flannelette
Smartly Styled!

THE SAME EILEEN
PLAYSHOES YOU'LL
SEE FEATURED IN
VOGUE MAGAZINE!

Famouts "Hanway" quality! Of fine striped material with collar and lapels;
colored cord edge trim and
iraw-string pants.

Children's Pajamas
$1.69
Flannelette
Plaid jacket and plain
trouser combinations, 2 to
16.

Large Northeastern
Ohio Manufacturer

engaged in 100 percent
War Work.

Women's Pajamas
Assorted Styles

Company representative will
Interview applicants
In our offiee

UNITED STATES
Employment Service

LDNAMER'S

ea.

2 piece Shirts and Drawers

Inside and Outside
No experience necessary.
Employer will provide
transportation.

Friday,.October 27th
Saturday, October 28th
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

t

Soft warm Flannelette!

Women's Gowns
$1.98
Flower Designs
Flannelette. Assorted styles
in regular and extra sizes.

GOWIN & PAGE-, Props.

Plaid coat with solid col
or trouser models; Mandarin style with braid
trim; man-tailored stripes.
34 to 40.

PRINCETON, KY.

FEDERATED STORE
MAPPPAM

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5
r1irt-Delgad0
Lide-Nagle
Miss Sara Jane Lide, daughwedding of Miss Hazel
Martin, daughter of Mr. ter of Mrs. C. K. Lide, Jr.,
J. T. Martin, Ratliff Pensacola, Fla., recently bet, and Mr. Premo Delgado, came the bride of Ensign Mil,ille, took place at the lard Howe Nagle, Jr., U. S. N. R.,
Baptist Church Friday son of Mr. and Mrs. M. H. Nagle,
g, Oct. 20 at 10 o'clock, Baltimore, Md., with Chaplain
Rev. D. E. Montgomery, Coe officating in the Naval Air
Station chapel.
tile, officating, using the
The bride, given in marriage
trig ceremony.
by her brother, Ensign C. K. wedding,
the
bride
her
., white dress with black Lide III, wore a black velvet
she dress trimmed in pink. Her
:,es. In one hand
corsage was of white gardenias.
ad a white Bible and an Miss
Barbara Mitchell, dauid. Miss Christine Martin ghter
of Lieut. Commander
her sister's maid-of-honor,
Mitchell, was maid or honor,
ihe bride was given away
father. M. E. Delgado, and Ensign T. P. Rhodes served
was his brother's as best man. Ushers were EnRumsey Taylor sign Robert Bond and Lt. (i.g.)
Mr..
man.
"Because," aecompained Mullaney. Immediately following
the cermoney, a reception and
. Bernice M. Davis at the
dinner was given at the Officers Club, after which the couple
. Delgado is a graduate of
School, Union left by plane for New Orleans.
r High
Out-of-town guests were Mr.
g Se hoo I,
Jackson,
and Mrs. M. H. Nagle, Balti, And the Baptist Training
more, Md., and Mrs. E. L. Mc1 in Louisville. Mr. Del- Lin
and Miss Frances Nabb,
is a student at the Baptist
Princeton.
ogical Seminary, Louis-

Personals

Mrs. Victor Paul Geiser, the
former Helen Grace Spickard
left Wednesday for Bowling
Green, where she will enroll in
the Lois Glyn Beauty School.
• • •
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis returned Monday from the Mississippi Delta where she was the
guest of friends.
• • •
Mrs. Herdic Hickerson has recently returned from Riverside
Hospital, Paducah, after a major
operation October 14. She is re'ported to be much improved.
• • •
Misses Rebekah Henderson,
and Evelyn Clift and Mrs. V. P.
Geiser were visitors in Paducah
Sunday.
• • •
sl Miss Ilagelteen Stephen st,
Chicago, is the guest of Mesdames R. M. Pool, J. E. Bagshaw,
J. D. Stephens and other relatives here.
• • •
Mrs. Barney Jones and Miss
ediately after the cere- Fidelis Bible Class
Nannie Holt spent Sunday in
, the couple left for a wedThe Fidlis Bible Class of the
Paducah.
trip to Chattanooga. Tenn., First Baptist Church will hold
• • •
ther points in the Smoky its regular quarterly meeting
Mrs. John E. Sims and dauins. They will return to and social at the home of the
ghter, Joan, spent several days
ille October 28, where teacher, Mrs. R. D. Leech, S.
last week with Mr. and Mrs. W.
will make their home.
Jefferson stree t, Thursday,
I D. Haley in Owensboro.
Nov. 2. An election of officers
• • •
for
the
coming
year
will
be
held
rson-Lisanby
Mrs. L. D. Pickens returned
and
all
members
are
urged
to
and Mrs. A. S. Lisanby,
Sunday from Sioux City, S. D.,
be present. A special invitation
n Springs, announce the
where she visited her husband,
is
also
extended
to
prospective
ge of their daughter,
OiortiAN
members, is announced by Mrs. neth Barry COMPLETES TRANS-ATLANTIC JOURNEY—Ken- who is stationed in the Army
Maloney, six months old, looks at the world on his there
, to Pvt. Harold Hicker• • •
. S Army, son of Mrs. Mae Morris, president, and Mrs. arrival at LaGuardia Field, New York. enroute to Grand Rapids,
Mich., after traveling across the Atlantic from England with Lt.
Hickerson, Princeton. F. P. Giannini, social chairman
Mrs.
W.
L.
Granstaff returned
Evelyn Anderson. Army Nurses Corps, who smiles at her charge.
edding took place in MorThe tot's father, an American Air Forces pilot, was killed in last Wednesday form Sioux City,
Attend Wedding
d October 8.
action before Kenneth was born, and his mother, an English girl, S. D., where she visited her son,
Out-of-town guests,. at the died in childbirth. (AP Wirephoto).
Bill, who is stationed in the
the end of February, 1944 Martin-Dalgado wedding here Louisville; Mrs. Willie Martin,
Army there.
• • •
mated population of the Friday were Rev. and Mrs. M. E.
Central City, and Mrs. Mary
States was 137,700,000, the Dalgado, Louisville; Rev. and
Mrs. Guy Nabb, Sr., is visitE. Bailey, Dyeusburg, under- ing relatives in
ormerly estimated for the Mrs. Dargan Montgomery and Thomas, Louisville.
Clarksville,
children, Marjorie and Junior,
1945.
went a tonsilectomy Tuesday, Tenn.
•
•
•
Frfrdonia Ladies' Aid
and is improving.
Miss Joyce Farmer, Clarks• • •
,/The Ladies' Aid of the FreMrs. John Morgan, Hopkins- dale, Miss., is visiting her
donia Cumberland Presbyterian
Church met at the home of Mrs. ville street, was dismissed Wed- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Ruble Akridge Thursday, Oct- nesday following an appendec- Farmer, Franklin street.
• • •
ober 19.
tomy last week.
'Mrs. Charlton Gresham rePresent were Mesdames Euturned Tuesday from Louisville
clid Quertermous, Noble Paris,
where she spent ten days with
Dan Bugg, L. C. Foley, C. W.
Springs,
underwent a major her daughters, Mrs. William
Moore, M. S. Lowery, Keith
Grebe and Mrs. Sarah Carter
Perkins, Ray Blackburn, Ray- operation Saturday.
• • •
Pettit.
mond Moore, T. N. Fuller, T. A.
• • •
Mrs. Eliza Hardy,
Bugg, Grant Lowery and Ruble
Mrs. F. B. Ferrell and son,
Akridge. After the business under treatment.
• • de
Dudley, will return to their
session, refreshments were servMrs. Micheal Boettcher, home in Dallas, Tex.,. Monday
ed by the hostess.
Princeton, underwent a major after a week's visit with her
operation Thursday and con- mother, Mrs. Mattie Dudley,
Lebanon Homemakers
tinues to improve.
Green street. Mrs. Dudley will
Leganon
The
Homemakers
Club held its rer,ular monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs.
one could dramatize life in this regal robe now
George Markoff Monday, Oct. 3.
The major subject, "Recondig modeled by Geneva of 'WICARSON.
tioning Walls and Woodwork"
was
demonstrated
by
Miss
Nancy Scrugham. The minor
heavenly pink satin, brocaded in turquoise with
subject, "Rocking Chair Tour"
g of white taffeta.
provided a discussito, of the
Pacific ocean and
islands.
was
Mrs. Jack Rodman
in
charge of the sacs' hour. All
members were prc.:..nt and two
members were adde '- .
Refreshments were served to
Mesdames George Trylor, T. A.
Ladd, Howard Pickering, Raymond Phelps, Klon Pickering,
,71ay Scott, George Hardrick,
,Cobb Scott, Rogers Pickering,
George Markoff, Jack Rodman
and Misses Nancy Scrugham,
Laura Sue Pickering, Rayburn
Pickering and Jack Rodman.
These are the shoes especially designed for girls
will be
The next meeting
for
school ... or for care-free out-of-doors
held at the home of Mrs. Rayactivities. They'll correctly complement your
( November 8.
rnOnd Phelps

ville with her brother, Bob
Towery and family.

The Leader
Congratulates

To prevent holes in delicate
fabrics when they are hung on
the clothes line to dry, place a
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Vickery,
thin cloth or paper over article of the Friendship community, on
as it is hung on the line, Pin the birth of a daughter, Brenda
with clothes pins.
Kay, October 19.
• • •
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Julian LittleThe highest lighthouse on the
Pacific coast of the United States page, Madisonville street on
is at Cape Mendocino, Calif., 422 the birth of a daughter, Octfeet above sea level.
ober 1.
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Miss Mai gery Gehman (above)
of Buffalo, N. Y., daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Gehman
of Buffalo, said she plans to be
married Oct. 24 to Cpl. Horace
Dodge III. 21-year-old grandsin
of one of the founders of the
Dodge Motor Co. He is the son
of Mrs. Thomas
K. Birrell,
White Plains, N. Y., and Horace
Dodge, Jr., Crosse Pointe, Mich.
A. P. Wirephoto).
return home with her daughter
for a visit.
• • •
d Miss Jean Jarvis returned
Tuesday from Washington, D. C.,
where she has been employed
with the Veteran's Administration the last year. She is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S.
G. Jarvis, Highland Avenue, and
has accepted a position with the
Veterans Administration at Outwood. She will assume her
duties there today.
• • •
Mrs. Arney Rawls spent Sunday and Monday in Hopkins-
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Come see the suits that will
take top honors' thru Fall. The
dramatically new tunic suit—
the soft dress-maker—the versatile topper suit—the smooth
cardigan, fur-trimmtd.
Shown here is a good looking 100% wool suit, with superbly tailored club collar
and classic lines.

ortonss

Incorporated
,
THE FRIENDLY STORE FOR SMART WOMEN.

Hopkinsville, Ky.
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Hospital News

The coloring in marble is
caused by the impurities in it.

Ankle-Length Union Suits
In Three Qualities
Light-Weight Quality
98c
Valor

ribbed knit cotton
long
sleeves; mug-fitting rib ctif" fs and ankles.
Ecru, Bleached and Random.

Warmer and longer wearing than suit
featured above. Has same style details;
same length and colors.

Heavy-Weight Quality
98c ea.
2 piece Shirts and Drawers
Best quality. Warmer and
heavier.
Fashioned for protection against severe
weather. Colors as above.

casual clothes. All leather uppers and genuine
leather soles ... and they're wonderfully soft
and supple. See them ... try on a pair!
THE SAME EILEEN
PLAYSHOES YOU'LL
SEE FEATURED IN
VOGUE MAGAZINE!

#2038—Your versatile suit.
dress, an Dashaway Rayon
Crepe. Jacket's saddle
stitched and belted for slimnets sake! In Mexican Silver,
Cream Chocolate, Blur Clipper. and Black, sue, 1 44(0
204.

iamoula "Hanway" quality! Of fine striped material with collar and lapels;
colored cord edge trim and
iraw-string pants.

Inside and Outside
No experience necessary.
Employer will provide
transportation.

Flannelette
Plaid jacket and plain
trouser conibinations, 2 to
16.

Large Northeastern
Ohio Manufacturer
engaged in 100 percent
War Work.
.
Company representative will
Interview applicants
in our office
on
Friday, October 27th
Saturday, October 2Sth
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Children's Pajamas
$1.69

Women's Gowns
$1.98
Flower Designs
Flannelette. Assorted stYles
in regular and extra sizes.

Plaid coat with solid col
or trouser models; Mandarin style with braid
trim; mar tailored stripes.
94 to 40.

FEDERATED STORE

Thursday, October 26,19
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OPA Fixes Prices
On Machinery

Page Six

College Suggests
Ways to Speed Up
Tobacco Stripping

South May Raise
Honey-Suckle Milk
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ment is
g
county with honey-suckle bein
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.grown for winter g r az
been
'Twenty-five acres have
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swee
the
with
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pounds plan
Men who stripped 220
, with varied fertilizers beday were vine
of tobacco in an 8-hour
tried out for its cultivation.
ing
methods
,
among the 24 whose
If the results are successful
g a new County Agent C. B. Cannon exwere studied in preparin
ege of pects much grazing land will be
leaflet of Kentucky Coll
burley. similarly planted.
Agriculture on stripping
stripped
Tea of the crews studied
a day room.
am average of 134 pounds
Using a stripping table the
averaga man. The lowest crew
height for workers does
right
crew
ed 82 pounds and the best
unnecessary stooping
with
y
awa
220 pounds in 8 hours.
arms and shoulders.
of
ng
raisi
or
leafPictures are used in the
e at a time, it
grad
one
p
Stri
can be
let to show how stripping
suggested, and than pass the
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first
The
r.
faste
and
done easier
unless
pping stalk to the next worker,
suggestion, is that the stri
of the stalks have only one
most
g
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ay
midw
room be attached
next grade,
does or two leaves of the
the side of the barn. This
grade is tips.
next
the
ssunle
or
ing.
walk
away with unnecessary
Hold 50 to 60 leaves to the
or
The saving of time in two
before tying. Many more
hand
,
three years would justify mat
ons are give n, and
esti
sugg
ing the stripping room, it is said.
of them are put in
ral
seve
A bench just inside the door
pictures so they can be more
be
can
h
tras
and
ngs
flyi
where
the
ing. readily followed. Copies of
stripped also reduces walk
may be had at offices of
et
leafl
will
s
stalk
pped
stri
Further, the
to
county agents, or by writing
then be thrown in a pile near
ge.
colle
the
g
ppin
stri
the
the outside door of

WALLPAPERS
Latest, Lo.veliest Patterns
Anemonmk
35c
to
75C
ROLL

SPECIAL
Economy

Group

Here are the wallpapers that
guarantee charm and beauty
,
for your home. Here are pat
terns created by the world%
greatest designers—laboratory
tested for quality and accuracy
—the finest creations of lb* he.
est manufaciumws—perfed"ow .
sembles and companions" for
your horn.. Se* Stylus Wall.
papers by ISLTO here.

4c to 15c
ROLL

gAsfMiti

Foto°
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Hopkinsville, Kentucky

Commandery Meeting
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Princeton Commandery No.
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meet
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Taxpayers!
The 1944 Tax Books Are
Now Open.

4"rgo &caeca',11.141ftrao
standard of living than any

providing a higher
earth
Cher system or ISM on

Do vow Wast this
Octopisim amerka?

2% DISCOUNT
on all taxes paid before
November 1,1944.
DESTROY THE ROOTS AND YOU KILL THE TREE!

Mitchell Chit
Sheriff of Caldwell County

hts is scrapped
When the tree is dead the fruit is lost. Our Bill of Rig
t . . instead
and the people become the servants of the Governmen
of the Government being a servant of the people.
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)s is that farms with
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many would not be
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Rabbits Bound
To Top Down Under

Quail Refuges Are
Planned In State

WY Aminehated
Wenn/

Canberra —War has
glorified
Australia's national
pest—the
rabbit.
Early settlers brought
rabbits
from Eng!and.
Australia spent
millions of dollars trying
to get
rid of them. They
have been
hunted with guns, traps,
poisop
baits, ferrets and gas.
A transcontinental, supposedly
rabbitproof fence was
built from
north to south in western
Australia years ago. But
still the
rabbit increased.
Today Australia is almost
reconciled to the pest.
The animals are entirely free of
disease.
Rabbit meat is coupon
free and
even the more select
restaurants
are now serving rabbit.
Export
of pelts to the United
States is
increasing..
secured.
"If one is buying land
that
normally produces less than 35
bushels of corn, 15 bushels of
wheat, or 3,000 pounds of
legume
hay to the acre, he should
plan
for soil improvement. He
then
would, of course, want to make
MacARTHUR GOES ASHORE—Gen. Douglas
sure that such land can be
MacArthur (second
im- from left), under whose command Allied forces began an
invasion
proved economically, and
of
the Philippines October 17, goes ashore in
at cently
a landing craft reat an undisclosed point in the Pacific after
what cost to him."
the American cruiser Nashville (background). a journey aboard
At right is the
general's aide, Col. Lloyd Lehbras.(AP Wirepho
to).

one who blows his peanut across
the floor first wins a prize. ReHallowe'en, the witching hour
for little tykes and grown-ups peat with the "masters" taking
too, used to cause serious upsets the place of the "cats" so that
in the neighborhood. Johnny everyone has a turn.
Fortunes can be told with the
switched the gates on Mrs. Jones
fence, dressed up in a white "magic pumpkin." A hostess
sheet to scare the wits out of his dressed as a witch sits crossschoolteacher and played tic-tac legged in a dimly lighted room.
with an old spool on Aunt In front of her is a lighted Jacko-Lantern and a pumpkin filled
Minnie's screen door.
In recent years, this day of with small papers. When the
goblins, ghosts and witches has guest looks at his paper it is
been celebrated at home in blank, but then the "witch"
somewhat tamer fashion, with makes the message appear by
youngsters playing games, de- holding it over a flame. The forcorating the house and eating tunes are written in milk, making them invisible until the
orange and black layer cake.
Of course the old standby, flame scorches the milk, reveal"ducking for apples," which gave ing the messages.
Candlelight ghost stories will
dad and mother as much amusement as the youngsters, is still lend an eerie note. Start a storya "must" at every Hallowe'en telling circle, with the first perparty. It is always fun to find a son starting a story (as bloodcoin or some little prize that dad curling as possible) and the next
has inserted into the apple be- person taking it up where he left
off. As the last person finishes—
fore putting it into the bucket.
Then there is the black cat and blow out the candl e—and
peanut race. To play this you cut scream!
When it's time to eat, try
out several pairs of black cat's
ears and tails. Pin them on the "witch's toast" for desert. Just
children, who get on their hands invert a half peach on top of a
and knees to blow their indi- half of a plain donut, with cloves
vidual peanuts across thp floor, marking he witches' eyes and
saying "meow" between blows. nose, and a strip of pimiento
Each "cat" has a "master" to fol- forming her mouth. Sweet cider
low him. The "cat" who forgets or lemonade can be served as
to say "meow" between blows is "ghost's potion."
In decorating the house, .use
eliminated from the game. The
traditional Hallowe'en decorations—cornstalks, autumn leaves,
Jack-o-L ant er n s, orange and
black steamers, skeletons, bats,
witches and black cats.
(Associated Press Features)

Hy.

UR NEW DRESS THIS FALL
_7
64
.
77474744:

O

Whether you choose a cardigan
two-piecer, a tailored shirtwaister
or a gently driped princess design, you'll love the new softness
eof detailing, the wonderful parr
gels and brilliant colors. Cleverly
trimmed with giant fabric but,
tons, shining nailheads or gay
embroidery. Lacy or smooth iaji
gie miqtures. Sims 12 to ttZti
esiols.Pao.Oa

Frankfort, Oct. 24, —Work
will begin in the immediate
future on an experimental refuge system for increasing the
quail supply in Kentucky, Earl
Wallace, director of the Division
of Game and Fish, announced
today.
Wallace said he was opposed
to any plan of putting out penraised birds, or even those trapped and brought into the State
for the ilimple purpose of having
more birds in the field for the
For YOUR sake, and for the
hunters to shoot.
Tht refuge plan calls for four
sake of your children, it is MOST
or five posted areas, running up
IMPORTANT to have the
to 500 acres, in each county and
RIGHT man in this chair, at the
allowing the birds to reach the
carring capacity of the refuge
peace table!
areas and then spreading into
adjacent open hunting territory.
Wallace said he had investigated
the possibilities and believes by
easements and token rents those
sections can be set aside in every
quail county in the Commonwealth.
but because
America's democratic form of government only the voters on
In the past, the State has reNovember 7th can decide WHO will occupy the fourth chair for these
leased from 15,000 to 30,000
United
trapped and pen raised quail
States. Franklin D. Roosevelt alone is qualified by past experience and
by his
each year. Restocking of penhighly respected acquaintance with these Allies to occupy this chair.
Your
raised birds would be carried
isle will decide this most important issue of thi 1044 election.
on in depleted areas Ind in
sections where the brood stock
needs the introduction of new
blood.
For that restocking program,
Wallace believes the Division of
Game and Fish should raise the
Bob Whites.
The refuge plan will be introduced as counties can be
prepared and the division can
Joe Hampton of Clay county
If you are traveling by train
Cover your kitchen shelves
get the work done, he said.
reports that three acres of Ky. and can't achieve that scrubbe
d with inlaid linoleum. It will
103 hybrid corn produced as look, saturate a washcloth with
make a fine cushiony surface for
Use kitchen shears for chopping much as 27 acres of other
corn eau de cologne and give your- china and glasswar
e and will
parsley and chives.
on his farm.
self a brisk drycleaning.
wipe clean in a jiffy.

is QUALIFIED to
sit at this table?

Ghostly Fun For Everyone
By .Vivian Brown

tnceton,
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When Your
Back Hurts'

And Your Strength and
Energy Is Below Par
It may b.(slued by disorder of kidney function that permits poisonous
wants to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miserable
when the kidneys fail to remove excess
acida and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headache., diminem,
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with enacting and burning is another eign that aomething is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There should be DO doubt that prompt
treatment Is wiser than neglect. U.*
Doan's' Pills. It is better to rely on a
medicine that hes won couptry wide approval than on eomething It.. favorably
known. Doss's have been tried and tested many years. Ars at all drug stores
Gat Doss's today.

DOAN'S Pills

Non-Support
London —A pair of braces
killed 71-year-old James Huby.
They broke and his trousers fell
and tripped him. He fell over a
balcony and died of a fractured
skull.

THE OTHER 'THREE MEN ARE
CERTAIN TO BE THERE,
a

KENTUCKY DEMOCRATIC
CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE

At KEACH'S

in

Hopkinville

Lend An Air Of Distinction
To Your Bedroom
Why? Well, for one thing, the
new Hollywood beds are totally
unlike any other beds ever
made before. And they are being used, the country over, in
the finest of homes. You really
ought to see these values.

All Tide Up
Peleliu, Palau Islands —
Marines quartered
near the
beach added one new enemy. At
first they counted enemy gunfire
and raiding planes and land
crabs among their discomforts.
Then they found that the ocean's
tide came in at night and filled
up their foxholes.

A Period Bedroom To Be Sought
By The Finest Of Homes-Yes, this suite is impressive
. as impressive as a
beautiful painting. Its lines are so well balanced, so
perfectly proportioned.
•

Twin Beds
Dresser
Night Stand
Boudoir Chairs

Complete with Box Springs

Hanging Mirror

Gentle touches in the sparkling Jew.
sled necklines and belts, the softly
shirred bodices. Slim lines in the
gracefully gored or goody draped
skirts, the trim boleros and flattering
Y.:Acidities. Of chalk-smooth rayon
crepe he gay aolora, black er twotones. 13-ft -

We don't like to tell people that they' have to wait
to get a home telephone. We'd much rather say "yes"
to requests for service. That's the way it used to be.
But the needs of war have first claim on available
telephone equipment and on telephone manufacturing
facilities and manpower. Delays in Ailing civilian
orders just can't be helped.
Al! of us telephone people sincerely appreciate the
000perative understanding being shown by the many
thousands who are waiting their turn to get service.

SOUTHERNBELLTELEPHONEANDTELE6RAPHCOMPANT

SPECIAL GROUP PRICE

$169"

Keach Furniture Co.
"The Big Store • - • 9 Floors of Good Furniture"
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Retail Food Price
Drop of 10 - 20 Pct
Predicted for 1945
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A 25-Year Goal

Chape,1 Hill, N. C. —Silas 0.
N.
Nicholson, 44, of Salisbury,
freshC., has just entered the
of
man class of the University
North Carolina. He gave up a
to
successful business career
g
work for a degree. "I'm doin
what I've wanted to do for the
last 25 years," he said.

CT
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FRED D. McCHESNEY
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C. E. LOWERY

111

CREOMULSION

3 ,4
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Beware Coughs
from common colds
That Hang On NO. 000

for Coughs,Chest Colds. Bronchitk

5

8

In World War I 791,000 American soldiers disembarked at Brest.

beCreomulsion relieves promptly the
cause it goes right to the seat of
l
trouble to help loosen and expe
re
germ laden phlegm, and aid natu
to soothe and heal raw, tenderi inflamed bronchial mucous mem
you
branes. Tell your druggist to sell unthe
with
ion
a bottle of Creomuls
derstanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you s”..
to have your money back.
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We now have the largest stock of Ladies'
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If GAIIGN—Sheer Beni Berg
a GAUGE
Wipe
QUEEN'S LACE—Brown and

$1.40
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Princeton Shoe Co.
"Ms Shoes—Fitted By X-Rey"
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as many of these
as you possibly can!

This Advertisement Sponsored By:

PRINCETON STEAM LAUNDRY
SULA AND ELIZA NALL
FRANKLIN'S GARAGE
LILLIE F. MURPHY
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
DR. W. L. CASH, MAYOR

BODENHAMERS
REFINERY SALES CORP.
CORN ICK OIL CO.
LAN EAVES'
SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY
KY. RENDERING WORKS

GOLDNAMER'S
CLAUDE P'POOL
MELVIN FRALICK
CLAUDE ROBINSON
WILLIAMS' GARAGE
BEbFORD MCCHESHNEY
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K.U. Asks To Build
lines In CountyServe

Team In Top Condition
For Return Game
With Guerrillas

Seeks Permit To
Farm Homes Along
Five Roads

Butler's Tigers return to the
football wars Friday night at
Morganfield, where they will
meet the Guerrillas on the
aaa,
latter's home field in the second
contest between the two teams
this season. Princeton's entry
granted.
won, 43 to 0, here October 12.
The lines, serving farm homes
which do not now have electricCoach "Chick" Walker said
ity, will extend from Princeton
squad is in good condition
his
as follows: Along Highway 62,
the exception of the re-with
east and west; Highway 91,
gular right tackle, Taylor, who
128,
y
Highwa
north and south;
has a bad ankle. The starting
:south; Highway 139, north; and
will include Hogan, 1.e.;
line-up
Frenow
from
Highway 92, south
Pvt. J. D. Cooper, who is
Nall, It.; H. Whitsett, 1.g.;
donia.
serving in the South Pacific, has
c.; B. Whitsett, r.g.;
According to company of- been in the Marine Corps since Butler,
or Bronson, r.t.; Martin,
ficials, many of these extensions April. He is the son of Mr. and Taylor
Pickens, 1.h.;
would have been made during Mrs. Oscar G. Cooper, Baldwin r.e.; Watson, q.b.;
Stallins, lb.
of
and
r.h,
r,
course
Chandle
the
in
years
2
the last
avenue.
Madisonsville's Maroons, winOPTOMETRIST
normal growth, if essential maning 20 to 6 over the Henderson
terials had been available. That Card Of Thanks
E. Main St.
Phone 269
condition, of course, applies to
We wish to express our Purple Flash at Madisonville
the entire State.
sincere appreciation for all the last Friday night, will come
The propos/0 bef r e the sympathy and kindness shown here for what is expected to be
Public Service'Commission calls during the loss of our infant the best home game of the seafor a total of 704 miles of new son, Larry: Lee, It will never son Friday
night, Nov. 3,
lines in 64 counties. The K.
be forgotten.
Walker said. The Maroons
Coach
extensions will cost $810,000 and Mr. and Mrs. McKinney Mason ha ve improved considerably
will serve an additional 4,246
Insurance Agency
since the Tigers held them to a
farm homes.
Tinned fish, if properly proc- 13-13 tie earlier in the season, ALLIED GAINS ON WESTERN FRONT—Arrows- indicate wideof
Established
ess,
use
front. Nqrth of Antwerp CanaThe increasing usefuln
essed, should remain fit for
the local 'mentor said after spread gains along the westernthe enemy while to the east Brit1907
of
Easchen
electricity for economical oper- iddefinitely.
cleared
have
dians
scouting the Madisonville-Hen- ish troops advanced on 'S-Hertogenbosch. In Wurselen region
• • •
ation of farm equipment such as
East
.
Germans
out
clearing
er.
were
encount
derson
troops
north of Aachen U. S.
"Not For A Day But For
is used in dairying, at well as
The density of population in
t and gained in
of Nancy Americans were fighting in Moncourentered
Belmont.
household labor-saving devices, the Nile valley in Egypt is greatsouth Americans
Farther
area.
enil
All Time."
Emberm
the
makes possible the extension of er than in any country in Europe.
Heavy line is approximate front. (AP Wirephoto).
y
compan
to
ng
service, accordi
which will help
ltp.
2206.
officials. Among new develop- freeze units,
section week starting Nov. 6.
und suppl- FOR RENT—Furnished 5-room
year-ro
keep
farmers
use
in
ments expected to be put
house to couple. 2 miles from
PLUMBER—
le foodstuffs.
FOR RENT—Bedroom; nicely EXPERIENCED
In the postwar period are deep ies of perishab
town, for duration. Phone 147:
all kinds of
do
to
,
d
equippe
'
n
Harriso
N.
315
d.
rfurnishe
after 5:30 P.M.
furnace
fitting,
pipe
ltp.
g,
plumbin
street. Phone 113.
SALESMEN WANTED—Time to
also carpentering.
g;
repairin
-3-year old pointer
get ready for post-war unem- FOR SALE
and repairwork. For quick
bird dog. Well-trained. Priced
ployment. If interested in reservice call Rufus Gresham,
R. B. Williams at
See
sell.
to
tailing 200 Household and
ltp.
807 N. Jefferson. Phone 564J.
Cornick Oil Co.
full
or
Farm necessities "part
1 tp.
time" write W. T. Kendall, FOR SALE—clock, old-fashioned book case and desk com- LOST—An initialed link cuff
2 acres, 9 miles southwest of
/
120 Edgemore Drive, LexingTract 1-1351
bined. See or call Mrs. Florton, Ky. Rawleigh Company
button; Finder call at this of3
tion.
cultiva
of
state
high
in
Princeton. Land
ence Terry, Fredonia. Phone
fice and receive reward. ltp.
representative, will be in your
Twenty-eight miles cif new
electric power lines will be build
apIn Caldwell county, if an
Utility
Kentuck
the
plication of
State
ies Company filed with the
Public Service Commission is

•

•
•

•
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(Continued from Page
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proto the
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bill passvisions of the budget
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ed by the last
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To The School

Tigers To Travel
To Morganfield

Serving In Pacific

Thursday, October 26,

Dr. Hallie

6

I Monuments Markers
C. Watt
Memor

C. A. Woodall

CLASSIFIED ADS

Let us erect one for your loved one who NJ
Do not put this important matter off any loom
us or phone 96 and let us figure with you.

I

Now is the time it should be done

John Davis Sz
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H. L. MIK

B. L. KEENEY, Owner
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Farms For Sale

barns, 2 dwellings, plenty water, good fences
on gravel road, near black top. $5400, $1900
cash, balance easy terms.

146 acres near Crider; 3-room
Tract 2
barn, $2900.
stock
small
dwelling,
Tract 3---190 acres near Kuftawa, Ky. 100
acres river bottom. Buildings fair, $6500. 90
acres timber.
Tract 4 — 115 acres; six miles northwest
Princeton, $1500.
2 miles west of Prince/
Tract 5-107 acres 61
tract on gravel road,
acre
30
ton, $2000. One
out of Kuttawa.
Tract 6-2-story dwelling near Kuttawa, on
D/cusburg road, $1,200.

C. A. Woodall
Insurance and Real Estate
117 Main Street
Phone 54

Princeton,
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PIANO S
In good tune; case and keys look nice: Guaranteed
and FREE delivery.
GRANDS—from $245 up.
PLAYERS — $165 up
UPRIGHTS (medium size) $85 up

Harry Edwards
Sixth and Adams Street
PHONE 1529-1

PADUCAH, KY.

each
2 cans

69(

15(

pint bottle 59(

GLO-COAT
Crescent Furniture

8 oz. bottle

POLISH
Victory large glitas

WASHBOARDS

each 63ft

at 1 P. M.
Women Voters are especially invited to come
out and hear these closing speeches in a campaiga which is of utmost importance to all Americans.

County Democratic Campaign
Committee
T

aa

PURREY 4, Nashua

Most people prefer 90 inch
length for complete comfort.
Even after many washings this
length affords secure tuck-in
with ample slack to pull over

truly relaxed,refreshing sleep.,

bottle

SHOE POLISH

lk

American Ace

(
box 4c, 6 boxes 23

MATCHES

(
quart bottle 19
rho
Beautiful tumbler free with 4 cakes
OLIV-ILO SOAP DEAL 4 cakes LLI.

ZERO

Crescent

(
WALLPAPER CLEANER 2' cans 15

2 pkgs. containing 3 pads each

Long handle splendid quality

STEEL WOOL

TOILET BRUSHES

nat

each J-4

z
Drano, Plummit, Sani Flush, Shinola, Griffin's Shoe Polish; CYCedar, Simoni
Flit,
Clorox,
s,
Bleache
y
Laundr
,
Tissue,
Toilet
and Johnson's Floor Wax, Windex
and
Fly-Ded, Babbitt's and Merry War Lye, Faultless, Staley's Cube, Elastic
Argo Starches, Cleaners, including Sun brite Gold Dust, Octagon, Little Bo Peep
Ammonia, Arcade Ammonia, Bon Ami, all kinds of soaps, soap powders, soap
chips, etc.

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Nice firm heads

CABBAGE

lb.

itit

Heavy, full of

juio•

GRAPEFRUIT
Never better—California

Yellow

(
ONIONS 10 lb. Visanet bag 39
winesap, Grimes Golden, Roman
Beauty

APPLES

lb. 10(

TOKAY GRAPES
U. S. No. 1
POTATOES

Other Blankets
72x84 — Solid Colors, Rayon Bound. Imperfect of Slumberrest by "Esmond." Beauliful Aceate Rayon Bound
72x84 CANNON LEAKSVILLE
50 percent wool, 50 percent cotton
70x95 "Nonparrel" pure white
COTTON SHEET BLANKET

wool,
70x80 SAMSON SOLID COLOR BLANKET-25 percent
75 percent Wton, sateen bound, singles_ ----•--------70x80 BELDER, 5 percent wool, 95 percent cotton,
fancy plaid, sateen bbund, pairs

ORANGES all sizes

Dandy for cooking or making saner kraut.
60 lb. bag when packed, $1.39

2Percent Purrey Rayon
1
121
2 Percent Wool — 87/
/

60x76 SALVADOR COTTON BLANKET
Plaid, pairs

Florida

HEAD LETTUCE
Wisconsin, firm heads

Courthouse, Princeton

TO TOE

Reduces dirt to nothing,

Johnson's Self polishing

Courthouse, Princeton

Sen. Alben W. Barkley
Mon. Nov. 6

PERMANENT WAVE, 59c1 Do
your own Permanent with
Charm Kurl kit. Easy to do,
absolutely harmless. Requires
,no heat, electricity of machines. Safe for every type of
hair. Praised by millions including June Lang, glamorous
fhovie star.
DAWSONS DRUG STORE.

Jet Oil--black or brown

sewed

CLEANSER

at 2:00 P. M.

HEAD

FOR SALE—My home on Beverly Lane. See C. E. Brinkley.
ltp.
Phone 610.

FALL IS AGAIN HERE

Old Dutch

Sen. A. B. "Happy"
Chandler
Wed. Nov. 1

FOR LIFELONG COI.40;

EXPERT RADIO SERVICE—
Bring your radio troubles to
me. Have many parts and
same tubes. Experienced radio
specialist. Cornwell Radio Service, 108 West Market St. ti.

With its beautiful outdoors, the trees and shrubs turning to red and gold. Everyone likes to be out to enjoy it, but, thousands of good housewives are thinking of
Fall House Cleaning to get rid of the summer dirt and dust.
Your Red Front Store is chucked full of 100's of items to help you with
this task. More for your Money all the time.

BROOMS all straw

RALLIES

TALL or SHORI
7% foot 'length

shoulders and ears... Inducing,

Rough handle, 4

Democratic

t_J

‘
lb. 15
10 lbs.

100 lb. bag when packed, $3.25

35f

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh meat. More for your money all the time.

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

70x80 VICEROY — 25 percent wool,
double plaid brItnki)t

3

72x84 MONARCH NONPAREIL HEAVY PLAID BLANKET,
1 2 pounds, pair
full 4/
_

Finkel's Fair
Store
"Where

our $$ Have More Ce0

